Talent Management:
Mobilize

Mobilize your workforce with
unrivaled predictive power
It is difficult for HR to keep up with our constantly changing world.
When change occurs or opportunities are created, you need to
quickly mobilize the right talent to ensure the organization’s needs
are met. But identifying the best fit people can often take too
much time and yield poor results.
SHL’s end-to-end platform of talent insight gives you the power
to instantly identify the best fit internal resource, as your needs,
challenges and goals change.
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Quickly make the most accurate and
successful people decisions
Instantly identify which of your internal talent is the best fit for a role,
project or team with our single platform of assessments and insights.
When the unexpected happens and you need answers quickly, you are
supported with a dashboard of the industry’s most scientifically valid
and highly predictive insight. The insight you collect can be used for any
leadership role and at any time, helping you to achieve your strategic
goals and resolve your organization’s new challenges without delay.
SHL Mobilize solution has four key capabilities:
INSIGHTS Increase your accuracy of selecting the right candidates by 3x.
Instantly view workforce potential and connect talent to strategic objectives.
ASSESSMENTS & INTERVIEWS Quickly gather insight into personality and
experience that can be used for any mobility opportunity.
EXPERIENCES An engaging and easy to use platform for you and your
employees, with a mobile-first interface.
SERVICES Delivered by 300 psychologists in 150 countries, in over 40 languages.

Our results speak for themselves

Improve diversity
and inclusion

Increase employee
engagement

Boost efficiency
and cut costs

Unlock potential
and performance

58%

SHL identified high-fit
leaders have

We saved a local government

High-fit candidates are

by increasing the number
of internal hires

more likely to be top
performers

of high-fit candidates
for leadership roles
are women

82%

higher engagement

$122m

Leading the way in talent innovation.
SHL’s Mobilize solution helps you identify the best-fit people as your needs change.

Interested in hearing more? Visit shl.com/mobilize
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